
Declaration of Rick Weible 

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C Section 1746, I, Rick Weible make the following declaration. 

1. I am over the age of 21, and I am under no legal disability, which would prevent me from 

giving this declaration. 

2. I currently reside at 803 Elk Street, Elkton, SD 57026. 

3. I currently serve on the City Council of Elkton, SD. 

4. I am a computer network engineer and data analysis expert with over 25 years of 

industry experience.  Owner of a small computer consulting company, that has been in 

business for over 25 years providing compliance certifications, desktop support, 

programming, network management and security, web development and hosting.   

5. In Minnesota when you hand count an election, the count is done publicly, to where an 

observer can see with their eyes and hear with their ears how the election officials are 

determining the count for each race on the ballot.  We see that in Minnesota State 

Statute 204C.19. 

 

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/204C.19  

 

6. The term Cast Vote Records (CVR) is not defined by Minnesota State Statutes, instead 

it is defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), under the US 

Department of Commerce, just like other weights and measurements defined for federal 

use.  The publication of the standards and the definition is meant for the public, like a 

building code, in comparison to the Department of Defense standards which are not 

meant for the public.  

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/204C.19


 

 

https://pages.nist.gov/CastVoteRecords/  

7. The Cast Vote Records (CVR) is further explained in detail as a useful tool to be able to 

audit the performance and accuracy of the election systems, specifically the tabulators. 

This can be found on page iii. 

https://pages.nist.gov/CastVoteRecords/


 

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.1500-103.pdf  

 

8. Here is an overview of the Cast Vote Records (CVR) as defined by the National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST), a division of the US Department of Commerce in 

its publication “NIST Special Publication 1500-103 – Cast Vote Records Common Data 

Format Specification Version 1.0” in section 2.1 (page 3)   

 

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.1500-103.pdf  

 

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.1500-103.pdf
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.1500-103.pdf


9. Here is an overview of the audit of the Cast Vote Records (CVR) as defined by the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), a division of the US Department 

of Commerce in its publication “NIST Special Publication 1500-103 – Cast Vote Records 

Common Data Format Specification Version 1.0” in section 2.1 (page 5)   

 

 

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.1500-103.pdf 

 

10. In 2002 the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) was passed and signed into law, to establish 

a program to provide funds to States to replace punch card voting systems, to establish 

the Election Assistance Commission to assist in the administration of Federal elections 

and to otherwise provide assistance with the administration of certain Federal election 

laws and programs, to establish minimum election administration standards for States 

and units of local government with responsibility for the administration of Federal 

elections, and for other purposes. 

A voting system is defined by Federal Law, Help America Vote Act of 2002, HR 3295-41: 

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.1500-103.pdf


 

https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/eac_assets/1/6/HAVA41.PDF   

 

11. The Minnesota State Statutes 206.57, established requirements for voting systems, the 

statute states “a voting system must be certified by an independent testing authority 

accredited by the Election Assistance Commission or appropriate federal agency 

responsible for testing and certification of compliance with the federal voting systems 

guidelines at the time of submission of the application required by subdivision 1 to be in 

conformity with voluntary voting system guidelines issued by the Election Assistance 

Commission or other previously referenced agency.” US Election Assistance 

Commission (the EAC) and its web site is www.eac.gov  

  

https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/eac_assets/1/6/HAVA41.PDF
http://www.eac.gov/


https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/206.57  

 

12. The Voluntary Voting Systems Guidelines Version 1.0 (VVSG 1.0) Volume 1, section 7 

as established and adopted by the EAC in 2005, deals with Security Requirements. 

 

The Voluntary Voting System Guidelines Version 1.0 (VVSG 1.0) Volume 1, section 7.8 

Independent Verification Systems (pages 134-136), developed by the US Election 

Assistance Commission (EAC.gov), explains the reasoning for the cast vote records, as 

a way to provide an independent verification to the accuracy and security of the 

tabulators, in detail, this is a requirement and not optional….: 

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/206.57


 

 



 



 

 
https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/eac_assets/1/28/VVSG.1.0_Volume_1.PDF  

https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/eac_assets/1/28/VVSG.1.0_Volume_1.PDF


13.  The Voluntary Voting System Guidelines Version 1.0 (VVSG 1.0) Volume 1, section 7.9 

Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail Requirements (pages 139) is a standard that is not 

required, and the example is provided here to show the language is different from 

above and makes very clear the intent of the US Election Assistance Commission. 

 

https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/eac_assets/1/28/VVSG.1.0_Volume_1.PDF 

 

14. The Cast Vote Records are also used in adjudication for ballots requiring additional 

inspection as laid out in ”NIST Special Publication 1500-103 – Cast Vote Records 

Common Data Format Specification Version 1.0” in section 2.3 (page 4-5)   

https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/eac_assets/1/28/VVSG.1.0_Volume_1.PDF


 

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GOVPUB-C13-

5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584/pdf/GOVPUB-C13-

5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584.pdf 

 

15. The cast vote records provide a way to audit election equipment against their paper 

counter parts for accuracy purposes as outlines in ”NIST Special Publication 1500-103 – 

Cast Vote Records Common Data Format Specification Version 1.0” in section 2.4 

Auditing Cast Vote Records (page 5)  states - “CVRs need to be audited against their 

paper counterparts so that election results can be verified to be accurate.” 

 

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GOVPUB-C13-5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584/pdf/GOVPUB-C13-5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GOVPUB-C13-5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584/pdf/GOVPUB-C13-5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GOVPUB-C13-5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584/pdf/GOVPUB-C13-5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584.pdf


 

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GOVPUB-C13-

5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584/pdf/GOVPUB-C13-

5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584.pdf 

 

 

16. The EAC Certificate for ES&S EVS 6.1.1.0, can be found at the US Election Assistance 

Commission (EAC) site.  The first page of the certificate shows that Voting systems are 

tested to the Voluntary Voting Guidelines Version 1.0 (VVSG 1.0). 

 

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GOVPUB-C13-5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584/pdf/GOVPUB-C13-5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GOVPUB-C13-5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584/pdf/GOVPUB-C13-5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584.pdf
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/GOVPUB-C13-5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584/pdf/GOVPUB-C13-5ece0a87c83a2a7d2ba2072e7420c584.pdf


https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/voting_system/files/ES%26S%20EVS6110%20Certificate

%20and%20Scope%20of%20Conformance%2007-27-2020.pdf.pdf  

17. The EAC Certificate for ES&S EVS 6.1.1.0, can be found at the US Election Assistance 

Commission (EAC) site.  The first page of the certificate shows that Voting systems are 

tested to the Voluntary Voting Guidelines Version 1.0 (VVSG 1.0). On page 3 we see the 

DS200, DS450 and DS850 do a “conversion of voter selection marks to electronic cast 

vote records(CVR).” 

 

https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/voting_system/files/ES%26S%20EVS6110%20Certificate

%20and%20Scope%20of%20Conformance%2007-27-2020.pdf.pdf  

18. The EAC Certificate for ES&S EVS 6.1.1.0 on page 4 of the certificate shows that from 

the USB drives of the tabulators, once converted and decrypted by the Electionware 

Reporting System, that the CVR Export files are available. 

 

https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/voting_system/files/ES%26S%20EVS6110%20Certificate%20and%20Scope%20of%20Conformance%2007-27-2020.pdf.pdf
https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/voting_system/files/ES%26S%20EVS6110%20Certificate%20and%20Scope%20of%20Conformance%2007-27-2020.pdf.pdf
https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/voting_system/files/ES%26S%20EVS6110%20Certificate%20and%20Scope%20of%20Conformance%2007-27-2020.pdf.pdf
https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/voting_system/files/ES%26S%20EVS6110%20Certificate%20and%20Scope%20of%20Conformance%2007-27-2020.pdf.pdf


 

https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/voting_system/files/ES%26S%20EVS6110%20Certificate

%20and%20Scope%20of%20Conformance%2007-27-2020.pdf.pdf  

 

19. Election Systems & Software (ES&S) on its own web site explains that cast vote records 

(CVRs) exist in that it supports post-election audits by “providing election details (logs, 

cast vote records, reports, …” 

https://www.essvote.com/faqs/  

 

 

 

 

https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/voting_system/files/ES%26S%20EVS6110%20Certificate%20and%20Scope%20of%20Conformance%2007-27-2020.pdf.pdf
https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/voting_system/files/ES%26S%20EVS6110%20Certificate%20and%20Scope%20of%20Conformance%2007-27-2020.pdf.pdf
https://www.essvote.com/faqs/


20. In a publicly available ES&S manual published on-line from the California Secretary of 

State we can clearly see that the Cast Vote Records exist. 

 

https://votingsystems.cdn.sos.ca.gov/vendors/ess/evs6042/ess-6042-proc.pdf  

21. In a publicly available ES&S manual published on-line from the California Secretary of 

State we can clearly see the instructions of how to export and backup the Cast Vote 

Records and Ballot Images 

 

 

https://votingsystems.cdn.sos.ca.gov/vendors/ess/evs6042/ess-6042-proc.pdf


 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

https://votingsystems.cdn.sos.ca.gov/vendors/ess/evs6042/ess-6042-proc.pdf 

 

https://votingsystems.cdn.sos.ca.gov/vendors/ess/evs6042/ess-6042-proc.pdf


22. Here are screen shots of a DS200 Thumb Drive after a typical backup 

 

23. Herer is the Election Log file from a DS200 Thumb Drive after a typical backup 

 



24. Here is the System Log file from a DS200 Thumb Drive after a typical backup 

 

25. I am aware of the ability of ES&S to provide support to help counties get this data, the 

support number, email and hours are in the manuals. 

 

https://votingsystems.cdn.sos.ca.gov/vendors/ess/evs6042/ess-6042-proc.pdf  

 

26. I am aware that Wright County has purchased and has support for the Electionware 

Reporting software, to where they can export the Cast Vote Records and ballot images.   

 

27. I am aware that the Voluntary Voting System Guidelines 1.0 (2005) requires that voter 

identifies be protected, in that it requires that the time stamp of the CVRs and ballot 

images cannot be traced to any voter, and that the specification requires that the time 

stamp of all files be changed to the time stamp that the voting session began, and that 

the order of the ballots stored be randomized to protect the voters.  We also see that 

evidence in a request for information in Georgia. 

https://votingsystems.cdn.sos.ca.gov/vendors/ess/evs6042/ess-6042-proc.pdf


 

 

https://sos.ga.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/ess_rfi_-_final_-_redacted.pdf  

 

28. Dodge County, Wisconsin, publishes their cast vote records and ballot images for the 

public to download and review.  I have downloaded those files and have done a review 

of the files.  There are 39,325 Ballot Images and Cast Vote Records, it takes about 8 GB 

of space.  

https://sos.ga.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/ess_rfi_-_final_-_redacted.pdf


 

 

https://www.co.dodge.wi.gov/departments/departments-a-d/county-clerk/election-

information/election-results/election-results-2022  

29. This is a screen shot of the downloaded files from Dodge County, WI.  The files are 

separated by precinct, and then the files with the “c” designation are Cast Vote Records, 

and the “I” files are Ballot Images. 

https://www.co.dodge.wi.gov/departments/departments-a-d/county-clerk/election-information/election-results/election-results-2022
https://www.co.dodge.wi.gov/departments/departments-a-d/county-clerk/election-information/election-results/election-results-2022


 

 

 

30. This is a screen shot of one of the ballot images from WI. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

31. This is a screen shot of the corresponding Cast Vote Record, of how the tabulator 

interpreted the ballot: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

32. This direct warning from ES&S regarding folding of ballots is of serious concern, since 

most of the County Auditors are not properly evaluating their systems to determine if this 

is an issue or not.   

 

https://votingsystems.cdn.sos.ca.gov/vendors/ess/evs6042/ess-6042-proc.pdf  

33. We have observed the issue of the folds in Dodge County, WI on Cast Vote Record and 

Ballot ID 34,195.  We can see that the tabulator in this case interpreted the fold as a vote 

and invalidated the vote that the voter had cast and considered it to be an overvote, to 

where the voter intent was lost and the vote for that race did not count. 

https://votingsystems.cdn.sos.ca.gov/vendors/ess/evs6042/ess-6042-proc.pdf


 



 

 

https://www.co.dodge.wi.gov/departments/departments-a-d/county-clerk/election-

information/election-results/election-results-2022 

 

 

34. When using ES&S equipment in Wisconsin, Minnesota, South Carolina and South 

Dakota, we do not have a process to deal with Voter intent, when it comes to over votes, 

the three states, invalidate the race where the over vote occurred, and perform no 

further evaluation of the race, and move on to other races on the ballot for consideration 

and tabulation.  Here are some examples of over votes that were not counted towards 

the totals: 

https://www.co.dodge.wi.gov/departments/departments-a-d/county-clerk/election-information/election-results/election-results-2022
https://www.co.dodge.wi.gov/departments/departments-a-d/county-clerk/election-information/election-results/election-results-2022


 

Ballot ID 37898 

 

Ballot ID 32268- with about 10% coverage on No vote is now an over vote. 



 

Ballot ID 14978 – voter intent is completely lost and this is an over vote 

 

Ballot ID 11035 – just 5% coverage on Toney has caused this to be an over vote. 

 

35. To be fair, voter intent at times is impossible to determine, and voters have the 

responsibility to ensure the best possible outcomes, education by election officials 

should be improved to avoid these situations. 

 

Ballot ID 39041 



 

Ballot ID 29260 

 

Ballot ID 24900 

 

 

36. Evaluating the Cast Vote Records helps election officials and the public understand 

issues that can cause problems with the systems, and to better educate both officials 

and the public on how to prevent those issues.  The main advantage of the Cast Vote 

Records and ballot images is that it provides transparency in our elections and gives us 

documented evidence in how we can improve our elections through education of both 

the voters and election officials.  We have also observed that voters should not use 

sharpies, as they bleed through the ballots.  Voter intent is lost, when using the 

machines and voters who make a mistake need to understand that even a small mark in 

the wrong oval, can invalidate a vote for an office, since it could be considered an over 

vote.  Training is available from ES&S, as we see from request for information in the 

State of Georgia, it makes logical sense that training can be obtained by election officials 



from Minnesota. 

 

 



 

https://sos.ga.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/ess_rfi_-_final_-_redacted.pdf  

37. I am also aware of how to determine if the Cast Vote Records and Ballot Images are on 

or off for a DS200, in test mode they can be turned off, but during an election, they are 

on, and voters who insert the ballots as well as election officials know this when the 

public counters are incrementing. 

 

https://www.auditelectionsusa.org/documentation-and-manuals-for-ess-ds850s-and-

ds200s/  

38. Other records that the public should have access to are the Systems Readiness Reports 

from the ES&S DS450 and SD 850 as well as Mark Code or Digital Readings report.  

You can see this is a way to evaluate how sensitive the systems are set to read the 

https://sos.ga.gov/sites/default/files/2022-03/ess_rfi_-_final_-_redacted.pdf
https://www.auditelectionsusa.org/documentation-and-manuals-for-ess-ds850s-and-ds200s/
https://www.auditelectionsusa.org/documentation-and-manuals-for-ess-ds850s-and-ds200s/


ballots, and how well voters are filling out the ballots. Here is an example of what the last 

two reports look like: 

 

 

 

39. Federal Laws have special designations for what is protected under the Freedom of 

Information Act, there are no carve outs for, or protections for unencrypted election logs, 

images or reports, in fact the nine exemptions are as follows:  

a. classified information for national defense or foreign policy  

b. internal personnel rules and practices  

c. information that is exempt under other laws  



d. trade secrets and confidential business information  

e. inter-agency or intra-agency memoranda or letters that are protected by legal 

privileges.  

f. personnel and medical files  

g. law enforcement records or information  

h. information concerning bank supervision.  

i. geological and geophysical information  

40. There is no federal law or a temporary classification that has decided that any cast vote 

record, log files, report is somehow classified.   

41. In 2023, the Minnesota Legislature passed a new law 206.845, Subd 3., addressing cast 

vote records, and making them public, with exceptions: 

 

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/laws/2023/0/62/laws.4.118.0#laws.4.118.0  

42. Each of these steps and instructions should be part of the process that each election 

official should already be fulfilling in an effort to determine the accuracy, performance 

and security of their equipment.  The public should by default have access to this work 

product as evidence of the proper due diligence of the election officials, any effort to not 

provide such materials should be ground for additional immediate discovery of the 

performance of the election equipment and the accuracy of all of the ballot questions 

that went through that county process. 

43. The inoculation to all conspiracy theories is transparency.  The public paid for these 

machines, through tax dollars, the intent of the US Election Assistance Commission nor 

the legislature of the State of Minnesota to throw away the spirit of the count shall be 

public, in fact they required transaction logs, ballot images, and cast vote records, so 

that the election officials and the public could have proper oversight of the elections as 

part of their standard when they developed the Voluntary Voting Systems Guidelines 

1.0, and we see a further strengthening of those requirements in the new 2.0 standards 

https://www.revisor.mn.gov/laws/2023/0/62/laws.4.118.0#laws.4.118.0


just passed last year, that will slowly becoming into effect over the next 12 months.  

Since the cast vote records are not excluded by the Federal Law, or wholly excluded in 

Minnesota State Statutes, these records are public and should be released, by all of the 

counties that currently have the means to provide them, and the other counties should 

consider ways to have proper oversite of their elections and election equipment, by 

purchasing the software themselves or working with the SOS office to centralize the 

reporting functions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rick Weible 

9/25/2023 

803 Elk Street 

Elkton, SD 57026 

 

 

 

 


